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Good to know that several Club members have already completed the Maprun courses on Sale Fell and at Mawbray
and another has now gone live at Threlkeld Knotts (thanks to Steve Birkinshaw). Leaps will be coming soon as permissions have now been granted. I am sure everyone will agree that it is great to have the opportunity to orienteer
again.
The virtual Lockdown events continue with the British Championships taking place the weekend of the 27th & 28th
June.
British Orienteering have publicised links to online Pre-O/Trail events where you are shown a photo containing a
number of possible control sites and you have to identify the correct one from the map/control description. It’s
harder than it sounds! Information can be found on the BOF website.
The WCOC committee are already working on plans for what will be needed when the restrictions allow formal Club
events to take place again.

Quiz Corner

Last week’s answer was Cockermouth—hope lots of
you got that right and Map C was facing North.

Looking into Area
2→

Thanks very much to Lesley Wornham for providing this weekly quiz and the effort she put in to get the photos. This will be the last week for
this quiz and so I would ask that you all get your answers to Lesley by email by the end of the month. Results and answers to be revealed.
We may even manage a small prize for the winner (if more than one person gets them all right the winner will be chosen at random) and the
prize may not reach you until after lockdown!
Dingbats (say what you see)— Can you identify these 3 orienteers from the pictures? (Answers next week.). Thanks to Niamh for these
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And finally...a little joke..

YES

What do you call a group pf
mountains that think they’re
funny…..
Hill—Areas
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Twitter: You can follow @WCOC2014 and on the website-www.wcoc.co.uk
Also on FB—public and members’ page.

